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Introduction

Isolated droplet combustion processes have boen the subject of extensive experimental and theoretical investigations for nearly 40 years. The

gross features of droplet burning are qualitatively embodied by simple theories and are relatively well understood (e.g. ref.l). However, there

remain significant aspects of droplet burning, particularly its dynamics, for which additional basic knowledge is needed for thorough interpretations

and quantitative explanations of transient phenomena, Spherically-symmetric droplet combustion, which can only be approximated under conditions

of both low Reynolds and Grashof numbers, represents the simplest geometrical configuration in which to study the coupled chemical/transport

processes inherent within non-premixed flames. Microgravity droplet combustion can closely approximate these conditions, while also giving

insights as to how coupling of the above processes is affected by the absence of gravitational forces. Advances in both asymptotic and numerical

computational abilities allow more recent analyses of droplet burning to include considerably refined descriptions of the transport and chemical

effects, particularly if the spherically symmetric assumption can be maintained. While such improvements in theory represent significant promise

for future advances, experimental data available for comparison with theory, without corrections for convective effects, remain relatively limited.

The research summarized here, concerns recent results on isolated, single component, droplet combustion under microgravity conditions, a program

pursued jointly with F.A. Williams of the University of California, San Diego. The overall program involves developing and applying

experimental methods to study the burning of isolated, single component droplets, in various atmospheres, primarily at atmospheric pressure and

below, in both drop towers and aboard space-based platforms such as the Space Shutlle or Space Station (e.g. refs. 2-4). Both computational

methods (e.g. ref. 5) and asymptotic methods, the latter pursued mainly at UCSD, (see preceding paper), are used in developing the experimental

test matrix, in analyzing results, and for extending theoretical understanding. Methanol, and the normal alkanes, n-heptane, and n-d©cane, have

been selected as test fuels to study time-dependent droplet burning phenomena. The following sections summarize the Princeton efforts on this

program, describe work in progress, and briefly delineate future research directions.

Methanol

Methanol is thermophysically, thermochemically, and kinetically, the most well characterized of liquid fuels. Methanol burns diffusively without

the production of soot and a number of its combustion intermediates and products, notably water and formaldehyde, are highly soluble in the fuel

(refs. 2,7,8). As a result, spherically symmetric modeling ofmethanol droplet combustion is especially amenable to lime-dependent, computational

studies which include detailed multi-component transport, thermo-chemistry, and chemical kinetics (ref. 6). Thus, methanol is an ideal fuel

selection for providing benchmark comparisons of theory and experiment.

Utilizing the Chemically Reacting Flow Model (CRFM) developed at Princeton (ref. 5), computational studies have been performed including

multi-component transport (ref.9), and detailed kinetics (tee 10). Calculations were compared with experimental data generated in the 2.2 second

drop tower (ref. 6) and with ground-based laboratory experiments (refs. 2,8). Droplet gasification rate, flame position, and extinction were shown

to be affected by species absorption and dissolution into the liquid phase. The non-linear behavior of the square of the droplet diameter with time

and the extinction diameter calculated for the combustion of a methanol droplet in 50% helium/50% oxygen mixtures at atmospheric pressure

compare well with 2.2 second drop tower experiments. Calculated flame temperature profiles suggest temperature is an insensitive parameter

for experimentally defining flame poshion. However, experimental measurements of gas phase [OH], and [CH20] profiles would apparently

permit accurate determination of the oxidizer and fuel consumption regions (i.e. flame structure) as well as position.

Additional ground-based experimental and computational work is planned on both pure methanol and methanol-water droplets to further develop

fundamental understanding and a space-based test malrix, One.g suspended and free droplet studies have been performed at Princeton on

methanol-water mixtures which show interesting effects ofinitial water content on extinction diameter (refs. 2,7,g). Both 2.2 second and 5 second

tower studies are scheduled, pending availability of the NASA-Lewis 2.2 second drop-package and the refurbishment of the 5.0 second tower

facility. Computational development of fuU-flight and ground-test matrices for methanol droplet studies (sim_ar to those described below for

n-heptane) require further refinement of the detailed chemistry utilized in the model (ref. 10), particularly its pressure-dependent characteristics.

Kinetic model refinements are presently underway, based on other recently published studies (refs. 11-13), and a new variable preasure (1-15

arm.) flow reactor study recently concluded in the author's laboratory (ref. 14). Finally, a reduced mechanism for methanol diffusion flames

remains to be developed to assist in parallel asymptotic studies.

Nonnal Alkanes

Nonnal-heptane and n-decane have been utilized in many prior droplet burning studies, both in earth's gravitational field (e.g. re£ 15) and in

droptowers (e.g. ref. 16). Under microgravity droplet combustion conditions, both exhibit significant soot formation and accumulation (by
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thermophoresis) within the surrounding diffusion flame (refs. lT, lg). The "_otshell" thus formed md the soot agglomerate demitice within it

are strongly influenced by ambient pressure, oxygen indices, and diluent species (refs. 2,8), as well as by initial droplet size (re[ 19) and relative

gas/droplet convection (refs. g,|g). Associated with the formation and preo,ence of the soutshelL is a reduced droplet gasification rate that can

be as much as 40% lower than observed in early drop tower measurements at similar drop sizes (no sootsbells presant_ The burning rste data

increase with measured relative gas/droplet convection rate (ref. 18), and recent experiments (refs. 2.8) show that, contrary to chu=icad thenry, the

gasification rate is increased significantly by pressure reduction (through reduced sooting). No fundamental theory hem been conclusively

established for these effects, but it has been suggested that radiation losses from the sootshell, changes in the temperature-averagud transport

properties, and changes in gas-phase volume flux due to soot formation are possible sources of effects which change both the surf_ gasification

rate and flame position (refs. 2,18).

Over some ranges of experimental parameters, droplet disruption and dismemberment is also observed to occur early in the droplet burning history

(refs. 8,17.1 g), while over other ranges of conditions, droplet extinction is observed to occur. Speculations for the mechmimus which produce

disruption are: deposition of high-molecular-weight soot precursor intermedhaes in the liquid phase, resulting in multi-compommt droplet

gasification behavior (ref. 17); collapse of the diffusion flame structure into the soot shell, causing intense disturbances from the soot shell

ignition.; soot deposition at the liquid surface; and critical electrostatic charge accumulation in the soot shell and/or droplet surface (refs. 2,8).

Recem experiments at one-g suggest that deposition of high molecular weight components hi insignificant (ref. 2,8), and a clear explanation of

the disruption phenomena remains to be established.

Unfortunately, thermophysical, thermochemical, and chemical kinetic properties for thee alkanes are not very well defined (ref. 2). Experimental

values of thermophysical parameters have been determined only at low temperatures, and theoretical evaluations based on ideal gas properties

to guide ex'Capolafions to flame temperatures are in significant disagreement (ref. 2). More importantly, the detailed kinetic mechanimta for large

alkanes are only qualitatively understood (ref. 20). A 96 step semi-empirical mechanism has been proposed by Warnatz for predicting laminar

pre-mixed flame propagation (ref. 21) for n-heptane.air flames, and this work has formed the basis for several studies on diffusion flames and

reduced model development (refs. 4,22). The principal empiricism is the description of n-beptyl radical decomposition into the unlikely products

of CH 3 + 2 CjH 6 (in fixed ratio) rather than the expected mixture of _scission products, C2H,, CzH 5, C_H_ C, Ha, CHj, and CsHt0 (ref. 20), "vhich

are, in fact, evidenced in n-heptane-air diffusion flame structures (ref. 23) and flow reactors (raf. 24). More complex detailed kinetic mechanisms

have been developed for autoignition studies in engines (up to 5000 reaction steps), but these mechanism involve considerable uncertainty and

low and intermediate oxidation chemistry of little relevance in diffusion flames. However, as a means of developing ground- and space-based

experimental test matrices, initial computations have been performed using the CRFM and two step semi-empirical kinetics with reversals CO/CO 2

chemistry (refs. 3,4,8). Numerical constants in the kinetic mechanism were adjusted to reproduce suspended droplet extinction diameter data (ref.

25) of n-heptane at low pressure (no soot formation), and calculations were performed to determine the burning cbaracterigic_ of isolated

n-heptane droplets under various ambient pressure,, oxygen indiem_ diluents (nitrogen, helium), and initial diameter,.

Figure i is typical of results from parametric calculations in which the ignition energy (magnitude) and (spatial) deposition parameters m varied

for droplet burning in helium (refs, 3,4,8). The displayed function represents the minimum droplet size for which any amount of ignition energy

specified would not produce ignition. At this droplet size, tr,,,.sport to the amhiant and vaporization removed ignition energy from flammable

regions at a rate more rapid than the chemical heat release rates anywhere surrounding the droplet region. As the critical ignition diameter

increases, the amount of energy required to achieve ignition also increases. At the maximum critical ignition diameters displayed in the figures,

no ignition energy, could be found which would initiate droplet combustion. Experimentally, the critical ignition diameter must be large in

comparison to the calculated extinction diameter, (Critical ignition energy predictions are unique to time-dependent computationL) Figure 2

displays calculated extinction diameter as a function of ambient pressure and oxygen index in helium diluent (refs. 3,4,8). Extinction diameter

increases with decreasing pressure and with substitution of helium for nitrogen, i.e. by increasing the di_tTusivity relative to chemical kinetic

conditions. Calculated results are similar to values (within 20%) from asymptotic analyses with 2-step Coropene intermediate) reduced chemistry

(see preceding paper, this workshop and refs. 3,4,8). Combined with the characteristic times required for various experimental procedures (e.g.,

droplet growth and deployment), and combustion properties (e.g. controlled sooting by selection of appropriate pressure, diluent, and oxygen

indices) a test matrix envelope have been developed for proposing ground- and apace-based microgravity experiments, e.g. Fig 3 (Refs. 3,4,8).

As noted above, soot formation and accumulation effects are important factors in determining the burning characteristics of droplets. No

theoretical model presently exists which explicitly includes sooting. Previous investigations have addressed the formation of the motshell by

balancing thermophoretic and viscous drag forces acting on a soot particle (refs. 26,17). However, the lack of detailed information regarding the

distrlhution of the gas-phase transport and thermophysical properties prevented accurate determination of the sootshell position. Using the

simplified chemislry for n-heptane described above (with no soot formation mechanism included) and temperature-dependent thermophysical

properties, the CRFM model was used to estimate these parameters by calculating the transient gas-phase field distributions between the droplet

surface and the flame location (let'. 8).

Once formed in the diffusion flame region, soot particles are acted upon by viscous drag (caused by Stefan flow), diffusion and thermophoresis,

i.e. particle transport caused by a temperature gradient in the surrounding gas-phase (ref. 27). Because the sootshell location is much closer to

the droplet surface than the flame and mess diffusion should be important only near the flame where the concentration gredientJ are large, this

mode of particle transport can be neglected. Waldman and Schmidl (ref. 28) analyzed the viscous drag and thermophoretic force acting on a small

spherical particle by calculating the momentum transferred per unit time to the particle by gas molecule collisions. The resulting force equation,

solved at equilibrium, gives the thermophoretic flux, pV, as
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where p is the gas density, Vt is the relative velocity experienced by the particle, p. is the viscosity, and ¢t is the thermal accommodation factor

which is usually assigned a value of 0.9. Note that thermophoretic flux is independent of particle size for sizes on the order of incipient soot

particles (ref. 29), i.e. for particles that are much smaller than the mean free path. For conditions under which soot agglomeration is prevalent,

mean particle size may become much larger than the mean free path. The thermophoretic flux formulation is then defined as (ref. 27):

2 _f/'
-2). op3

pV, (2_,+X_P "_r) (eqn. 2)

where _. and )_ are the thermal conductivities of the gas and the particle. The term, o, is a dimensionless constant that relates the slip velocity

at the particle surface and the gas-phase temperature gradient, usually assigned a value of 0.2. The thermal conductivity of soot particles was

estimated from the temperature-dependent values for amorphous carbon (ref. 30).

When the surrounding gas-phase produces a Stefan flux, pV, equal to pV,, the forces acting on the particle will be counter-balanced and the

particles will accumulate to form the sootshell. Figure 4 displays the modeling results for the Stefan, the small-particle thermophoretic [denoted

as SPT, Eqn. 1] and the large-particle thermophoretic [denoted as LPT, Eqn. 2] velocities, plotted versus normalized radius (divided by

instantaneous droplet radius) for n-heptane burning in atmospheric pressure air. The time-dependence of mass gasification rate, droplet and flame

dimensions and the temperature gradients will cause changes in these profiles. The results presented in Fig. 5 are typical of those produced under

the quasi-steady burning conditions. The Stefan velocity near the droplet surface is observed to increase with radial position to a maximum near

r/to = 1.5 and then decrease monotonically. Similar behavior is also observed for the SPT velocity, which matches the Stefan velocity at a

normalized radius of 5.5. Considering that the calculated flame standoff ratio is 10 (in comparison to about 8 experimentally), this prediction

is quite reasonable. The principal source of the disparity is that the calculated gasification rates are approximately 36% higher than the values

measured for the most quiescent n-heptane droplet combustion experiments. Under sooting conditions, the portions of the gasified fuel which forms

soot also possess negligible specific volume when compared to thai of the gaseous species, which reduces the flame stand-oft'ratio. Scaling of

the Stcfan flux by the ratio of the experimental and calculated gasification rates and incorporating the flame contraction effects by reducing the

distance between all calculated node locations by a factor of

calcolations were performed for each droplet combustion time step to determine the location of the Stefan/thermophoretic flux equilibrium. The

model-generated soot standoffratios compare favorably with experimentally measured values (within 10%), see Fig. 5. Similar model calculations

were also performed for droplet combustion in higher oxygen indices. For the 30%, 40% and 50% oxygen concentrations in nitrogen, the

calculated soot standoff ratios were reduced to 2.65, 2.54 and 2.46, respectively (compared to measured ratios at 40% and 50% oxygen of

approximately 2.2). Similar reductions for increasing oxygen indices have also been reported in ref. 3 i. For all oxygen concentrations, the

calculated Stefan velocities were larger in magnitude than the minimum convective velocities required for equilibrium between viscous drag and

LPT forces (within region bounded by droplet surface and flame front). This suggests that when larger soot agglomerates form, they should be

transporled towards the flame and eventually pass through it. This behavior was, in fact, observed in experiments at high oxygen/nitrogen ratios

(> 0.4) for both n-decane and n-heptane fuel droplets.

I! appears that thermophoretic effects are unlikely to lead to soot particle deposition on the liquid surface (speculated to lead to disruption) since

viscous drag dominates very near the droplet surface. The flame would need to regress toward the droplet for a force imbalance to favor

thermophoretic soot deposition. Regression of the flame through any part of the soot shell would expose the nascent soot particles to oxygen

and lead to violent ignition processes in the gas phase surrounding the droplet. More refined analyses which explicitly include sooting effects

will be needed to fully understand the mechanism(s) which result in reduced gasification rates and disruption. Areas of continuing interest also

include the analysis of the internal circulation likely introduced by the experimental droplet deployment mechanism, and the small, but finite

relative gas-droplet motions produced by all known techniques for droplet deployment and ignition. Improved experimenlal methods to

characterize these atlributes, and means to include their effects (as well as those of sooting) in the theoretical analyses, are presently being pursued.

Recently, we have incorporated the 96 step mechanism of Warnatz (ref. 21) in CRFM, along with multi-component transport to investigate

unsteady burning behavior of n-heptane droplets, such as droplet heating before and after ignition, variation of the gasification rate and flame

standoff ratio under limiting conditions of no droplet heating (infinitesimal heat capacity), conduction-limited heating, and infinite internal heat

conduction (rapid liquid mixing). Time dependent calculations were performed for a I mm n-heptane droplet burning in ambient air. An initial

vaporization period, followed by ignition by imposition of a spherically symmetric hot shell were studied. Initially, the no-droplet heating

configuration was studied to investigate non-steady burning characteristics, and then more realistic liquid-phase heat transfer conditions were

included. Species profiles are shown for quasi-steady burning in Fig. 6.

The model simulations suggest that the calculated flame stand-off ratio continuously increases even after the gasification rate reaches 99% of the

quasi-steady value (for times t/t b > 0.1, tb = total burning time), see Fig 7. This unsteadiness has been previously suggested to be due to fuel vapor

accumulation effects between the droplet surface and the flame (ref. 32). However, after t/tb> 0.1, the rate of fuel accumulation is near zero and

eventually becomes negative due to droplet regression and flame conlraction. The initial droplet heating period is strongly influenced by internal

circulation. However, after initial transient period, the flame stand-off ratio, the gasification rate, the gas i.hase temperature and species profiles

are not affected by the liquid phase heat transfer mechanism, even though the internal droplet temperature distribution may continue to change
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(Fig. 8). Flame unsteadiness, is apparently also not related to internal droplet heating and appears to result primarily from a purely transient

phenomenon associated with diffusion flame structural changes and the resulting changes in transport properties in the vicinity of the droplet.

Further calculations to study the effects of the Wamatz mechanism on extinction diameter predictions are underway.

Future Work

In the near term, areas of theoretical interest include: improvement of the chemical models utilized for both computational and asymptotic

approaches, improvement in understanding the effects of soot on droplet burning phenomena, and consideration of the low relative gas/droplet

convection (which is inherent in droplet generation, deployment, and ignition), and assessing the effects of internal circulation induced by growth,

deployment and ignition methods. Experimentally, additional efforts are underway to further reduce perturbations caused by droplet deployment

and ignition methods, and to qualitatively image some ofthe flame species profiles, specifically, OH. Finally, the thermo-chemical and chemical

kinetic foundations for n-heptane combustion need further improvement. As part of another study on autoignition chemistry of internal spark

ignition fuels (e.g., see ref. 24), the author's laboratory is developing a homogenous kinetic experimental database on n-heptane oxidation which

will be useful in improving and validating a more appropriate chemical mechanism for future use.
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The Temporal Variation of Gasification Rates (K_), Droplet

Surface Temperaaa_ (1",) and Droplet Center Temperatur© (Tc). (a).

Conduction Limit Mod_l. (1:,). lnfmim E¢at Conductivity Model (T s = Tc).
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